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SPEAKER DAVE BELL
Review Bill Marles
Dave shared a fascinating insight into his life, initially as a
professional award winning garden designer, but now author.

Although the title may have you thinking the book will tell
you how to make money – that’s not quite the case. Its
purpose is specifically to have each individual reader
reevaluate their personal situation with a view to making
better and more inspired decisions.

In the mid-2000’s, Dave had a life changing experience with a
freak accident on a drive down to the south coast to go
surfing with his mate … an incident that resulted in
powerlines almost slicing his vehicle in half (not to mention
electrocuting him) kind of changed his perspective on living
each day to the fullest.

This beautifully presented, premiere quality book makes a
fantastic Corporate gift, a present for friends, or simply
something to inspire YOU.

With his good friend and professional photographer James
Morcom, Dave launched himself into a career changing
project over a period of four years to publish an inspirational
and often humorous coffee table book.

Every aspect of the book oozes quality, from the paper it’s
printed on, to the ghosted background images, watermarks
over images and the clever use of varnishes to highlight key
images.

‘The Gardener’s Guide to Growing Money Trees’

Please do think laterally about people you value who would be
really chuffed to receive a publication of this quality. You’ll
soon benefit from the look of awe on your recipient’s faces as
they leaf through the pages!

Dave and James combined to choose a set of gorgeous flora
and fauna photos – unique shots rarely seen before – chance
photos of split seconds in time.

The book retails for an amazingly low $39.95 direct from
Dave and we’re pretty sure if you smile nicely at Dave, he’ll
happily personally autograph your copies.

Photos from around Adelaide, South Australia and Europe
are matched to a set of inspirational messages to challenge
the reader’s mind, lifestyle, professional career and family
time.

You can learn more, including how to purchase and have your
book(s) delivered directly to you, by viewing Dave Bell’s
website www.davebell.com.au or contacting him direct right
now on 0407 207 420 or email info@davebell.com.au

Dave’s intention is to make readers take stock of their
personal situation and consider their life paths from a
different perspective. Every ounce of his personality, passion
for life and desire to help others is evident as you look
through.
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